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A LIFE IN PRINT

A diamond in the Rough, he was

Steeped in Lore and then Forged

in Fire (as they did back then)

1926-1941

Stephen Jay Berman is not a man who stands on
ceremony, and in that he has been consistent
throughout his life. He started in journalism as a boy
long before he had any "qualifications" or "skills".

Jay was refilling paste pots, melting lead ingots as a
hot type "foundry boy" and fetching whiskey bottles for
editors when other boys his age were in school dipping
pigtails in inkwells. 

Jay did eventually get his education, but he was the
only boy in 5th grade who did his homework on the
back of galley sheets and carried a hip flask to school.
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A LIFE IN PRINT

You would think that this would

be the good part of this story

1941-1958

Jay continued in journalism as a reporter for his high
school newspaper in Los Angeles. He was the only
one with a press card and a telegraph operator's
license, and with his prize-winning profile of pitcher
Walter Johnson Jay was able to secure a Kiwanis
scholarship to attend the University of Southern
California (then known as the University of the
Territory of California). 

It was later revealed that the entire story was faked,
as Jay had been barred from the press box because
he wasn't wearing a straw boater. No matter. Armed
with a pica pole, a rhyming dictionary and a dream,
he was in.

JAY BERMAN
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IN HIS WORDS

LEAVE THE SEMICOLON; TAKE THE CANNOLI

A LIFE IN PRINT

JAY BERMAN

distinguished career
Kennedy, Beatles
family, fine son and grandkids
Irene Machuca
DT, legendary status as Southern California journalist and editor

Guys, confession: I only laid out three pages for the bio, so, uh...

George Bernard Shaw* wrote, "Those who can, do; those who can't,
teach." Well, Jay Berman may have become a great teacher and
mentor, but he could also do. And do he did, as an accomplished
journalist and renowned editor. There are hit men, place kickers and
editors to settle feuds when no one else can, and no one can drop a
semicolon like Jay Berman.  

Jay Berman, on your 83rd birthday, we thank you for your friendship,
your kindness, your guidance and all the laughs.

*Not the guy in Jaws. I looked it up. That's called "fact checking."

1958-Present





 "I'm not trying to take all the fun
out of writing. Just the cliches."

A few suggestions from the Who Asked You? copy
editor: I spent a half century in journalism as a
reporter, editor and university professor. In retirement,
I have few outlets for what one friend called my “red
pen” comments, but I still value conversational writing.
Most of us don’t talk about “algorithmic paradigms” in
day-to-day speech, so we should avoid it when we
write. Here are five words and phrases that show up in
print and on TV more than they should.

Sales declined by “a jaw-dropping” 55 percent. Nobody
really drops their jaw. Just explain that sales dropped
by 55 percent and let people decide if that’s jaw-
dropping.

JAY IN HIS OWN WORDS



(cont'd) “Eye-popping” rent increases are forcing people to
move to the suburbs. See “jaw-dropping.” Unless you have a
serious medical issue, your eyes don’t pop. And people don’t
talk like that.
Airline earnings climbed “a whopping” 62 percent last year.
I always told reporters and students just to say what
happened, and let the readers decide if it whops. Again,
people don’t talk like that.
The attendees were “toting” $800 Gucci handbags. When
was the last time you actually said “toting?” Maybe never.
Couldn’t they just carry the bags?
The Oscar nominee was “sporting” a bushy mustache for
the role of Wyatt Earp in an upcoming film. See “toting.”



My radio seems to be picking up baseball broadcasts from
around 1940. Two comments from tonight's game: (1). "The
kid has moxie." (2). "That pitch had some extra mustard on
it."
I expected to hear an ad for the new Packards.

Some UCLA fans vandalized the USC field by
painting “UCLA” on it. Many of the Bruins
carried "cheat sheets" to help them remember
how to spell "UCLA"

January 5, 2010 (and pretty much every year)
It's time to think about baseball.

Me (Jesse Reisman): Jay, what's AP style for ... oh.
Never mind. Found it.
Jay: OK, Sorry to have bothered you Jesse.

Dylan said it best: "UCLA is just a four-letter word."



Quoting Rex Hudler, one minute ago: "You can't underestimate a team just
because they're in last place." OK, thanks, Rex.

When I think of Showalter, I remember a story of how he stands at the jetway
gate at the airport, making sure all his players have tied their ties. That's it.
Wearing ties wins pennants.

Why do the players have to high-five the guy in the ridiculous mascot suit? Ruth and Gehrig never had to do
that. The Dodgers, Yankees and Tigers, I believe, don't have a guy in a chicken suit. The Red Sox have one, but
he's never on the field. He wanders around in the stands like an idiot. Little kids like it. Like going to see Santa
Claus, except Santa is real.
He probably has a felony record. Who else would apply for a job as a mascot? I like to think the players say
something like "check in with your parole officer" when they high-five him.

MAYBE THE END-OF-THE-WORLD PEOPLE HAVE A POINT: The Baseball Reliquary is pleased to
announce it will present "Lasordapalooza," the first major exhibition to survey the life and times of Los
Angeles Dodger legend Tommy Lasorda

Oh, yes. That's a great idea. Probably why I hadn't thought of it.



Kim (Svoboda) Antoniou:
Upon coming to Cal State Fullerton in the mid-
1980s, I quickly learned the Daily Titan crew was a
work-hard, play-hard staff. 

The newsroom's atmosphere certainly reflected the
latter at times, punctuated by shouts across the
room and plenty of laughter, with partially
consumed junk food and beverages occasionally
littering the tables and all manner of personal
belongings — Wiffle balls and bats, textbooks,
discarded sweatshirts — taking residence in
available space. 

Jay, of course, weathered this with his usual smile
(see "Jay Berman smile" if you're confused) and
tolerance, because he was accustomed to us.
However, I recall one time when the Comm
Department had been informed of an impending
visit from potential donors. 

Jay posted a brief note explaining the situation, 



(cont'd) requesting that all staffers clean up their acts, their language and
their newsroom to present the appearance of a serious, reputable group of
student journalists while our guests were on Titan turf.

I seem to recall that final sentence — so typically Jay — stating, "Then you
can be yourselves again."

While I could write features and edit copy all day long, hard news never
was my forte -- and I don't think that was any secret among my Daily
Titan peers. So, upon being assigned a follow-up story on the murder of
CSUF graduate Julie Fenton, I was a bit nervous. 

First I had talked to Julie’s mother and her coworkers, then driven to
Orange County Central Jail to interview accused (and later convicted)
murderer Andrew McCarter. The only thing equaling my surprise at
McCarter’s disarming, soft-spoken manner was my dismay at how little he
said before noting he should check with his lawyer before speaking
further. 

Discouraged, I drove back to campus, parking myself at one of the
newsroom’s IBMs. And sat there, just staring at a blank screen. 

The Times has a story on ski resorts
today that points out that "the white
stuff" is expected in those areas this
week. Most of us have seen rain
referred to as "the wet stuff."

 Copy editing great Jack Mulkey, in
his Daily Breeze days, once pointed
out that fires could be referred to as
"the red stuff." There was also a
"brown stuff" synonym for sewage
leaks, but we won't go into that.

https://www.facebook.com/themulk?__cft__[0]=AZUoe-y1yJT62chRGi7QvoeN65VgOPS9GG_gy7gYGJbsYPHVd3k-AG2of3y_itDHkaRKZflOgTfzcMeLRW8TJLND9pG3-Bu66WkI9QUhSUokQohwF667_uDZncnWdwD-JkcxXhQNdnRPVbFqQt4S0n9-&__tn__=-]K-R


(cont'd) It was afternoon, and the newsroom was mostly quiet. At one point, Jay came out of his alcove and asked
how it was going. After I shared my frustration at not getting much out of McCarter, Jay asked what he did say. I
told him McCarter had asked me to tell Julie’s mother that he was "sure sorry about all this mess" and that he was
praying for the family. (Yeah, I know; I was too close to it, and too green, to see it then.)

Not unkindly, Jay asked me how many people I thought were given access to an accused murderer. “Use what you
have, and put them in the room with you,” he said. After that, the lede flew onto the screen — and the rest of the
story simply fell into place with little effort. 

The next time I hit a mental block when writing, Jay’s words came back to me. Through the years, they have helped
me craft some of my best news and feature stories. 

Thanks, Jay. 



My connection to Jay and the Daily Titan was not via the normal route.

For one, I was not a comm major at CSUF. I never kept it a secret, but I was a business major. In high school I was
heavily into photography, so one day I visited the DT newsroom to find out about joining the staff. At the very
minimum I figured I would get a press pass to attend sporting events and campus concerts for free and, if my photo
made the paper, I would see a byline. (I loved seeing my name in print.)

 The room was somewhat empty and, as I wandered in, June Kikuchi (if I remember correctly) asked if I needed any
help. I told her my intent and she said, "Jay isn't here, but I'm sure it won't be a problem if you join." I pointed out I
wasn't a comm major and I could always show some of my work. Again, she gave the impression it wouldn't be a
problem and said I should come back later and talk to Jay. 

Thinking Jay was an editor, I asked, "Then when would Professor Berman be here? I could talk to him as well." She
simply laughed and said, "That's Jay."  This was my first introduction to how informal Jay and the newsroom were. Up
until that moment, I always had addressed my instructors by "Professor" or "Doctor." Within the next day or so I
returned, had Jay sign my petition and, for three semesters, I was a photographer and staff writer for the Daily Titan.

As it turns out, every close friend I made at CSUF -- and stay in touch with to this day -- came out of my time at the
Daily Titan. Jay even did me the honor of serving as a groomsman in my wedding. I'd say walking into that newsroom
was a really solid life decision.

Thank you, Jay.  — Andy Koehler



Jay's pseudonymous letters,
via Andy Koehler

"Lieutenant, how does this guy get away with it?!"



 I was doing the comic strip Terry the Mighty Iguana. I made a bit of fun of Rosey
Grier because he was supposed to make an appearance at the Christian Fellowship
Club at CSUF. He cancelled at the last minute. So, I did a week of strips where Terry
and Sid the Party Slug have lost their spiritual anchor. The next week, a call comes
into the Daily Titan. Dan Trotta answers the phone. It's Rosey Grier. He threatens to
sue the paper. Dan and Mr. Berman discuss in Mr. Berman's office. Mr. Berman decides
that he can go ahead and sue us as Mr. Grier is a public figure and nothing malicious
has been said about him. We never hear from Mr. Grier again. — Rich Nicholls





Way back in the day, I traveled with Jay up
to Sacramento for CIPA. It was fun because
we got to know each other better (sharing
our love of The Beatles and baseball, even
though our teams are quite different).
But the thing that has stuck with me all
these years about the trip is how kind Jay
was, especially when it came to animals.
Whenever he would spot an animal by the
side of the road — even as small as a
squirrel — he would pull over and make sure
the critter would get to safety, preferably as
far away from the freeway as possible.
Many, many squirrels were saved that day 
 At one point, he apologized because it was
taking us longer to get to our destination,
but it was so endearing that I didn't mind. 
 — Désirée Guzzetta

https://www.facebook.com/groups/840290144062396/user/677435772/?__cft__[0]=AZUexzPwww2F1AiLvu54rXyQT8HpYY9tWgWv9hH5XILHiD5dPBoSm5Qw_Y49F6tjKk9fW7J1nRSjO7Ut_q9EpUZU_k_mMxNF4NV1JoWN4LZEx4pNAQwAbN4sJJ8kUUTqzMMe0M_T24ZnMSBBenhUVlr9&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R


Susan LeFebvre was a pitcher for the
softball team and she won some national
player of the year award. She was no longer
on the team but was attending school one
more year so she could graduate and get her
degree. 

I write up the piece and submit it. Jay got a
copy of everything to look over. There was
one line that got his attention. The line was:
"Giving her a softball is like giving a mass
murderer a loaded rifle - stand back and
count the bodies as they fall."

OK - so probably not the best line I could
have used. I get the printed copy back from
Jay and in red ink her circled this line and
said, "What do we have here....Jim Murray,
Jr.?" I was BLOWN AWAY because for
someone like me being compared to the
legendary Jim Murray was quite an honor.
 — Erik Schuman



One time Comm Department was having an awards night, and they
hired a comedian to do a show. He called Jay up on stage to be the
stooge for a mindreading gag, He had Jay put an old-fashioned
eggbeater up to his forehead and start cranking, and asked, "Do you
believe in ESP?" Jay deadpanned, "I don't even have cable." Biggest
laugh of the show.

From 1960 to 1990, I was the statistician for USC radio broadcasts. The announcers were Tom Kelly and Mike
Walden (and even Chick Hearn in 1960). For a few years, I also did stats for USC basketball. One night, Mike
Walden and I were driving to Santa Barbara for a game against UCSB. Mike stopped for coffee at a Seven-11. As
we walked out of the store, his Styrofoam cup broke into several pieces, covering his hand and arm with scalding
coffee. His reaction went something like this: "Darn, heck, shucks, dang." He looked at me and said: "I never swear. I
don't want something to happen during a game and have the wrong words go out on the air."

How expensive was the salmon we bought at Bristol Farms this morning? Enough
so that, when I realized what we had paid, I told Irene that -- instead of having it
for dinner tonight -- we should put it in water and try to revive it.

Hot enough to fry an egg on the sidewalk? But nobody ever scrambles eggs on
the sidewalk. And what if you want some sausage, or...



FROM A TOURISM WEBSITE ON
SAVANNAH, GA. "The Historic District
has more than 8 styles of architecture."
WOULDN'T THAT BE NINE?

Dec 3 2009 So if you're driving from
Hilton Head Island to Savannah and the
radio weather guy says tornadoes are
possible in the area, you should stay in
which lane?

ANOTHER WAY TO HANDLE SINGULAR-
PLURAL MODIFIER PROBLEMS: Mets prospect
Josh Satin went 3-for-5 ... to help Mesa hand
Surprise its their third straight loss.

So if I understand it correctly,
"Zach Galifianakis" is a Greek
term for "this year's Jack Black,"
right?

The Yankees have traded Juan Miranda to
Arizona for a young pitcher named Scott Allen. I
hope they told him they had the right to do that.

"Sun-powered solar panels." Yeah, those are still
the best ones, aren't they?



“We sure are making quite a fuss over a guy

who once bought macrame shoes.” —Pat Dunne

Some think this is the football or basketball season. Others claim that ice skating game they play with two
halftimes. But real sports aficionados know the Arizona Fall League championship baseball game begins at
noon today (PST) between the Scottsdale Scorpions and Peoria Javelinas. 

I just saw the following headline: "Virginia to Execute Woman for 1st Time in 98
Years" She must have been very young the first time they killed her.

Why do the pitchers and catchers have to report to spring training two weeks
before everyone else? They don't get to go home before anyone else.

It says here Boston is getting more of "the white stuff" this weekend. That's
good to know.

"Jay, I've tracked down that information you wanted on sentencing guidelines for shooting sheriffs versus
shooting deputies."

Angels' center fielder Mike Trout hit a grand-slam home run today, causing announcer Victor Rojas -- for no
valid reason -- to shout "Slama-whama-ding-dong. It's a grand salami for Trout." All I can guess is that the
heat got to him.



How to tell that (1) you're a baseball fan two months before
spring training begins and (2) your hearing isn't what it once
was: A radio ad asks "Do you own the wrong stocks?" but you
think for a moment it's asking "Do you own the White Sox?"

I just heard that KC and the Sunshine Band was going to
perform in the Rose Parade. Cutting-edge stuff. Is Bob Hope
the grand marshal this year?

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU LAY OFF COPY EDITORS:
"The win also exercised the demons of 2010, when Mexico
upset the American team..." You have to keep those demons in
good shape.

Somewhere in the world, there is someone who thinks that
going to a football game and holding up a cardboard "D" and a
fake fence is actually clever.









Jay and I bonded over the mutual love of baseball and photography. (And not
necessarily in that order.) He said that a mentor told him about the game: "The
one constant through all the years, Jay, has been baseball. America has rolled
by like an army of steamrollers. It has been erased like a blackboard, rebuilt
and erased again. But baseball has marked the time." Jay once said about
photography: "It reminds of us of all that once was good and it could be again."
— Joe Hayashibara

Here is an early photo of that mentor...

Or did you want me to say something serious like: "His mentorship changed the
trajectory of my career...". He just happened to mention that several former
Daily Titan staff members were currently working for Road & Track Magazine...
and that is where I did my photography internship. Best summer of my life!

(I do my best editing after I hit send...)

I was the photo editor in '88 when that CSUF football play punched and
ultimately killed that active duty Marine. After that incident came to light,
there was a little huddle of the Editor, Sports Editor, the Photo Editor, and of
course Jay. We all looked at each other and then Jay... "Should we send a
photographer to the funeral???" Jay just shrugged his shoulders and said: "I'm
just the Advisor."





I was leaning against the door of what Andre called "Jay's Penalty
Box" talking with Jay about something, and he showed me two
framed pictures of Irene. In one, a bird perched delicately on her
outstretched hand.

"This is Irene when she was fifteen. This is a couple years ago.
Hard to tell the difference, right?"

Braggart.  — Nils Ferry



Jay came in for the DT debriefing and was
smiling, saying something like, "Look at this
great photo Sam got to go with the parking
story." And then someone said, "Uh, Jay,
that's Sam's car." 

Cue the Jay Berman Excedrin headache
pose. — Nils Ferry

One of my first memories of Jay was in the debriefing room where
Jay gave notes and corrections on each day's  DT issue.  Someone
representing the Marriott had written a letter criticizing the
paper's story on the hotel-in-a-parking-lot, but the points raised
were very minor ones.

Jay prepared a rebuttal and read it for us, conceding that student
writers and editors might indeed make small mistakes like that as
they learned to be better journalists. But he also pointed out that it
was easy for anyone to make typos, as — for example — the
correspondent had "spelled Marriott four different ways in his two-
page letter." — Nils Ferry

https://www.facebook.com/jay.berman.50?__cft__[0]=AZVj9dKlZa86x3T4l5gN9UFtcEwICjGbQTfPw2IPIN9sxe9CDRTU0R95htQJuEx_k5WpI7Cq2I59-IfIMY7Kh2o9W3_I7spxKoLjzCoyJ63vYg6EdE7CmOJd0rjUqqNkvAo&__tn__=-]K*F


The years I spent at CSUF were a blur, mostly because I carried a full load and worked
at the Register. But I do have some vivid memories of sitting in Jay's journalism class
and listening to him talk about "a litany of misplaced apostrophes." As much as I hated
to get back papers riddled with red ink, I looked forward to any paper or article coming
back from Jay — his red pen circling a litany of misplaced apostrophes, in some cases. I
learned a lot at CSUF, but it was Jay who truly taught me how to become a better
writer. He believed in us, in me. Thank you, Jay.  — Michael James Rocha

 





This is from AOL.com. It proves you can get all the
information you need without traditional news sources:
"Kristen Stewart will head back to school as she reportedly
registers at University College Los Angeles..." 

PRESS RELEASE
Because of the remarkable success they’ve enjoyed for the
past two months, the Los Angeles Dodgers are already
planning the trip to the White House that is accorded to
every World Series champion.
They aren’t even worrying about the National League
playoffs or their eventual American League opponent.
The primary difference from their most recent visit is that,
this time, President Harding won’t be there to greet them.

I’ve given up my battle against the use of “ramping up,”
when there are no ramps; “rolling out,” when there are no
wheels; and “ratcheting up,” when there is no ratchet.
Maybe I’ll have better luck with these: “poster child,”
unless the person in question really is on a poster; “flying
under the radar,” unless we’re talking about aircraft; and
“fighting his inner demons,” when what we mean is
someone with a drug or alcohol problem.
I’m going to ramp up my campaign against all three
unless my inner demons won’t let me.

Ian Kinsler just made three errors in one inning in the
Rangers-Angels game. I've been following the game long
enough to guess that probably isn't a record. But it has to be
close.

Red Sox players, in the dressing room after beating
Tampa Bay, are wearing t-shirts that read, on the back, "If
you see this your in second." Even t-shirt designers need
copy editing.

I'm guessing it's a bad thing when you find a business
card that reads "We buy junk cars" under your windshield
wiper blade, and no other car on the street appears to
have one.

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2FAOL.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3c2Qn0Pd5IsRlzf6OJ7VtJvmeBB54_fciwH-736ySVC3GAl7epHlLOFmw&h=AT1li2fMIgOLZdS-NnFDXSJXamHWgLai0NA4g1QM_PC196aWlhds_bFjve2X4wOZbwlyRd-3Ojh5wuHqTqfjiD4UbUAIgLnesxDl3SECzn8GUOTvnm6vyYhhhbF6jbXDO7uoGaG8bBDfDXFIwA&__tn__=-UK-R&c[0]=AT1vEJO0mlTadl6FRdrHwG9pQT-ux1TOsJEiX9I1uccNq_UqQ1PFjfEHrU4wmhU4cDeBdBXgFNLcJKKyRjKv9WSBO_FNHRVc5DEPznHueDjLFHSJzhfBA9DNhbLk8Gc-aCChgbZvtly1v48NQ_Ox0LZhVk4dduVZon5xCy3ZaXds1qc


I first met Jay Berman 40 years ago at the high
school journalism retreat at San Luis Obispo
and he has been with me every day since. He
set the course of my career and life by
validating my cocky early confidence that I was
meant to be a journalist. And he has been in my
head each working day since, as I edit my own
work and now the work of others to adhere to
the Jay Berman Way of Things. I'll never be able
to repay the debt of what Jay's influence,
instruction and friendship has meant in my life.
I can only try to pass it on to the young
television reporters and producers I work with
now in New Orleans, mimicking Jay as best I
can.  — Ken Daley

Jay never preached. He led by example. Two of his shining
examples helped make my career. Jay recognized the
importance of learning Spanish, always making an effort,
never being quite satisfied with his level. He also
demonstrated an interest in Latin America that rubbed off
on me. 

These qualities helped me become a foreign correspondent,
working in I can't remember how many countries on
multiple continents. But early on, during one of Jay's first
trips to Cuba, this also go me in trouble. There was an
airline disaster in Cuba right around the time he was due to
fly out. This was before cellphones and the internet, so I
tried to get on the phone with very rudimentary (at best)
Spanish, trying to figure out if Jay and Irene went down in
flames. 

He probably could have swum back before I could get any
information over the phone. Later I was fortunate enough to
coincide with Jay on his latest trip to Cuba, while I was
chief correspondent for Reuters - a post I never would have
had without Jay's example, and inspiration.  — Daniel Trotta



 The first time I realized Jay was not an ordinary professor was during a small get-together at Dan Trotta’s apartment
during my first month on the Daily Titan. It must have been 1984. Jay was there with the rest of the staff laughing,
drinking a beer. He was one of us. All he wanted was for us to succeed, in our careers, in our lives. He was more than a
professor or mentor, he was a friend. 

And he still is, nearly 40 years later. Throughout my career in newspapers, which lasted nearly 30 years, I often
thought back to the Daily Titan class that Jay taught to the new members of the staff. Each day he’d bring out a copy
of the paper, covered in ink, where he had marked up the many mistakes the staff had made that day. It made me
think then, and throughout my career, to be careful of the facts, of spelling, of style. There was really no excuse for
getting things wrong. These were lessons that lasted my entire career. Thank you, Jay.  — Stuart Pfeifer (Dedic)

I’ve always been impressed by how world travellers Jay Berman and Irene Machuca meet with friends no matter where
they are. They came up to Calgary, Alberta, for my wedding in 2001, and we also met up in London in 1988 while I was
still a student, doing a semester abroad. It was in London that Jay and Irene introduced me to Indian food — which I’ve
loved ever since!  — Shauna Snow-Capparelli



Angels' pre-game feature announcer, visiting Babe Ruth's
former home in Baltimore: "He was the King of Swing, the
Sultan of Swat." I believe Benny Goodman was the king of
swing, as long as we're resurrecting such titles.

If you’re sending a friend an email that includes the word
“Scioscia,” spellcheck wonders if you actually want
“sciatica.” I wonder if there’s a deeper meaning here.

You don't usually see this kind of multitasking in baseball:
"SAN RAFAEL - Pittsburg owner/manager/starting pitcher
Wayne Franklin showed his mettle by gutting out 150
pitches in 6 1/3 innings..."
      Scott Nordhues
      Took him 6 1/3 to realize no one was coming out to the
      mound to yank him.

I wanted to see the World Series tonight, but we went to a Greek
restaurant in Manhattan Beach that we like. "Would you like a
table from which you can see the game?" a server asked. "Yes,
please," I said. There was a Buick ad on the screen. When it ended,
the Lakers resumed playing whomever the Lakers were playing.

https://www.facebook.com/scott.nordhues?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE1MjI1OTMzNDI0ODMwM18xMDE1MjI2MDE1MzM5ODMwMw%3D%3D&__cft__[0]=AZUvVPIdSxVnUmfnZyOu0sbZCWUz1cQHIBF8cV7ZTxewBbSM-f9jxyqcowcTEiN3TKvdhxRgdZ9uIB2P-7YHTwbwTlegKngE8BScROJOBJHGC22OKk24UIlvY17W7ycQ_AvL8WCopARxdTOFIeWsfqvq&__tn__=R]-R


How to train humans: 

1. Come to back window and look in. 
2. When human comes to window, race to the
    front of the house. 
3. Stand on front porch and take peanuts
   when human opens door.



He's already 
got the hair...

My wife's uncle, Pépe Machuca, celebrated his 100th birthday a few
days ago. I was sitting next to him at a family event a few years ago,
and we were discussing music. I asked him if he liked the Beatles. His
response: "I'm not really into that new stuff.".





Patrick Bergin.

It's spelled B-E-R-G-I-N.

Bergin is an Irish actor, popular in Hollywood in the early 90s. You may remember him as the bad guy from the 1991 film, "Sleeping
with the Enemy."

In January 1991, I joined the Daily Titan staff. I had finagled my way into the role of the entertainment editor. I had not written a
single word for the paper, and now suddenly, I had 4-6 weekly pages all to myself. The first edition would hit the stands before that
semester's classes had even started, so I had to do everything by myself. For starters, there would be a review of the year's most
popular movies. I was very proud of myself.

Now it's day 1 in Jay Berman's class. He pulled out a fresh copy of that day's Titan, and proceeds to go over it with the class. It's very
good, he says, a good start to the semester and it includes the entertainment section, and in a little voice, he says, "Oh."

I've misspelled Patrick Bergin's name. Indeed, it's spelled three different ways on one page. Bergin. Bergen. Burgen. Jay spotted the
error in seconds. And of course he's familiar with the correct spelling of the name of a B-list celebrity.

Now, Jay didn't get mad. This wasn't a John Houseman-style humiliation from "The Paper Chase." I didn't get my ass handed to me on
day 1. But, dammit, the little "Oh" sound was 100 times worse. Small things matter. I actually would've preferred a beatdown.

Now, I design video games. In software, errors are show-stopping, game-killing bugs. So, when I go bug-hunting, I think of an little-
known actor that once starred with Julia Roberts. "This level's script isn't working. I have to go back over the AI's decision tree. Patrick
Bergin's probably in here somewhere. B-E-R-G-I-N." — Frank Rogan



I remember once when I was a Daily Titan writer Jay 
 being critical of the word “aspect” and how it was a
nothing word and he didn’t like it. So in my career as
an editor, it stuck with me and I’ve always change it
when I see it in copy. 

Years ago I mentioned it to Jay and he had no
recollection and didn’t even think he felt that way
about the word. So now I question my entire career.  

I also remember mentioning to Jay during the early 90s
that back in 1979 when I was 10, I had been at one of
Nolan Ryan’s near no-hitters when Reggie Jackson
broke it up with one out in the ninth. The game was on
Monday Night Baseball and my brother and I had
made a banner that said “Murder on the Ryan Express”
and it was shown on national TV. The next day Jay
comes in with a VHS tape of the game for me to watch
(he had taped it and kept it all these years) as I had
lamented that I had never been able to see it since this
was pre-internet. It was a thrill to relive that childhood
memory and I’ll never forget it.  — Jim Barrero

What I loved most about my semester on the Daily Titan
was Jay’s critiques. As the reporter who had broken the
record for the number of lines written and had a story in the
paper nearly every day, those critiques were extremely
valuable and I carry the lessons I learned from his wise
advice to this day. Thank you, Jay!  — Mimi Ko Cruz





The 1992 trip to CIPA in San Marcos was a great one
for so many reasons. While most of my memories of
that experience are non-Jay related, I’ll never forget
Jay’s willingness to help out this college student in
his time of need. I was scheduled to compete in an
on-the-spot story assignment but I did not have a
computer to use.

Jay was kind enough to provide me with a truly old-
school typewriter that weekend. Never mind the
mistakes I made and only being able to correct them
by using Liquid Paper White Out.

The best part about this typewriter — which I still
contend was a gift to Jay from the Beatles — and
why I call it an “old school” typewriter, is because the
keyboard featured a British Pound key!
Unfortunately I had no reason to use this key in my
story, but boy would that have been a great secret
weapon in my arsenal! — Ryan Blystone

 “What time are you likely to get to Petco Park tomorrow
night? It starts at 5:35, but I want to get there early enough to
be sure of getting the anti-Dodger t-shirts.”

When Brett Favre was being his usual mysterious self about
retiring or coming back for the upcoming season with my
avorite team, the Minnesota Vikings, Jay added a line to the
story he sent me: 

“Team officials said Favre was staying around to play in 2010
just to anger and frustrate San Diego resident Ryan Blystone."

Jay and Irene were preparing for a trip to China, their first
opportunity to travel there.
Ryan’s suggestion, knowing Jay has seen baseball games in
many countries: “Find a baseball game!” Jay’s retort: “Not in
November, but I have found an Irish pub.”

I have been a notorious mover and bad with giving people my
newest address. Jay and I always exchange Christmas cards.
When yet another one came back, he sent me a message: “You
move around more than a left-handed reliever.”



Los Angeles Times building located at 1st and
Spring streets in downtown Los Angeles

  

Located at

OK, disregard the your/you're debacle, why does a market
chain think I want to go 150 miles for groceries? Indio? Is
this where we're headed?

Your/You're/Yore

In case you wondered, the postgame show will be after the game tonight.



Jay, you and I arrived at Cal State Fullerton and the Daily Titan in Fall 1981. You and the editors accepted me on
staff even without having taken the required courses, and it was sink or swim – a great life lesson. You conducted
Comm 338 like a daily newspaper staff meeting and it was brilliant and wonderful and different from any other class.
Every day you shredded the paper’s mistakes and we could tell how painful it was for you to see so many! You made
me and so many of the students want to do better and turn in that perfect story.

My favorite memories of you were the hours of chitchat and verbal sparring you engaged in with us every day. It’s
amazing we got the paper out, but the learning for me came as much from those discussions as from doing the work.
The chats that cracked me up the most were the endless debates about Yaz vs. Roberto Clemente. We all developed a
true bond because of you and how you let us into your life more than any other teacher I ever had.

Of course, you also brought wonderful Irene into our lives. We could tell how much you loved her even before we met
her because of how you talked about her. It’s amazing how you both fit in so well with a bunch of kids. We had so
many fun times together and I appreciate how you both accepted us from the beginning as friends
.
The connections we made because of you and your style of letting the students figure it out and learn and struggle
were amazing. People rose to the occasion because they had to, or they didn’t and others filled in and helped out. 12-
hour days were nothing – they were a joy because of the team we had every semester.

I know you don’t go in much for mushy stuff or sentimentality, but I want you to know how much your being in my
life changed me. Your stamp on the world is real and reflected in the dozens of talented people you helped to launch
on their way. Your brilliant wit brightened every moment we spent together. Thank you for your love and friendship
and kindness. — Marie Montgomery Nordhues



Jay is an important part of my life. I’ve been in the
newspaper business for 30-plus years, including covering
some big events as a sportswriter. All that wouldn’t have
been possible without Jay, who taught me so much along the
way.

 A key part of covering high school football is compiling
your own stats and I learned how to do that from Jay, who
used to keep stats for the USC football radio broadcasts.
Also, I can’t remember when, but sometime during my time
on the Daily Titan, Jay learned I’m a Buddy Holly fan (not a
common occurrence for someone born 2 years after Holly’s
death) and it’s been our connection. I can remember when he
lent his book on Holly’s life. I always felt a closer connection
to Buddy Holly because Jay knew of him when he was alive. 

 One quote Jay gave me was in reference to my UCLA
fandom, which goes back to when I was a kid. Jay once told
me I wasn’t a “plastic Bruin” like some UCLA fans he has
come to know. Which always made me feel good. I just want
people to know that Jay played a big part in my career
successes as he did with others, and I just want to say thank
you.  — Stephen Ramirez

Some people think baseball games take too long.
Not Ned Yost, the Kansas City Royals manager.
He's changing pitchers with two outs in the ninth
inning in a game his team trails by six runs. An
extra five-minute bonus for the fans.

Why do the pitchers and catchers have to report
to spring training two weeks before everyone
else? They don't get to go home before anyone
else.

Looking for a pre-game show, I came across an
infomercial called "Healing Power of Juicing." No
Bonds, no Clemens. It's a lady with a blender.

I hate to hear an announcer say a batter is going
to get "a new piece of lumber." It suggests the
guy will be batting with a 2 by 4.



I spent most of my college career either in the Daily Titan newsroom,
hanging at the Pub, or knocking around a hacky sack with Richard Hill,
Norm, and Marley. Yes, I did study sometimes. And through it, all Jay
was always a presence. 

There was when I was quoted in the LA Times calling the proposed
Marriot hotel a bunch of BS. As the editor of the DT, I got in a bit of
trouble, but Jay never said I was wrong. He just smiled and said this
would pass. Or our many trips to the Pub for a lunchtime meeting that
turned into Happy Hour, and our walk back to the DT was always an
adventure. 

“Jay, please don’t step on the grass. Somebody takes a lot of care
keeping it green and looking nice.” That person was me. I had too many
campus jobs. He never cut through a path ever again. Jay was there for
it all. Late nights at the DT, a ride home because I missed a bus, a goofy
picture of us in Sacramento, Happy Hours at Don Jose’s restaurant, DT
parties and celebrations, graduations, and beyond. Thanks, Jay, for
guiding me through and always being a part of my life. I am honored
that you let me join your tremendous journey.  — Michael Mahi



I knew everyone had humorous stories about Jay, your adventures and escapades with him and Irene and so forth. But I
wanted to point out the class act behind the great teacher, writer and mentor.
Now, when I was at Fullerton, I was never one of Jay’s A-listers. I wasn’t going to be one of the students he went to
lunch with or confided in. I was a decent, but unpolished, writer trying to find my voice and trying to find it while
thinking I had all the answers.
Yet, I could tell there was slight grudging respect one day in Comm 201. Jay was making a point about details and how
they’re important in good writing, but not to the point where you overcook them. Being a baseball fan, he reiterated his
point by saying, “You don’t have to say who the third baseman was in the Tinker-to Evers-to Chance infield.”
Being a trivia geek who liked showing off he was a trivia geek, I didn’t miss a beat.
“Harry Steinfeldt,” I piped up,
Jay’s head perked up like the RCA dog. He couldn’t believe what he heard. “What was that?” he asked.
“Harry Steinfeldt,” I repeated. “The third baseman in the Tinker-to Evers-to Chance infield.”
“That’s right,” he said, the shock still present. “That’s right.”
So there was that moment that put me on the periphery of Jay’s radar. And he liked some of my sports columns, but
was critical about most of them. Even though I thought I wrote better than most, I gladly took the criticism, because
from the first day I sat in Jay’s 201 class, I realized this was someone I could learn a lot from. All I had to do was shut
up and listen.
And I did. Jay directly started my journalism career when he mentioned as an aside one day in class that the Riverside
Press-Enterprise was looking for stringers to cover high school football. I began there a few weeks later, stayed 4 ½
years and had Jay’s lessons riding shotgun the while time. His lessons carried me through my journalism career and
into my public relations career. Which is where Jay Berman the A-list Human Being comes in.
Back in 2016, I abruptly lost my PR job I had for the past 13 years when my then-boss called me on 5:15 p.m. the day
after that year’s Super Bowl and laid me off over the phone. After the shock wore off and everyone’s initial expressions 



(cont'd) of well-being and “You’ll find something soon” died out, I started hearing from fewer and fewer people.
Jay was one of those people. He couldn’t believe this happened and he wanted to do what he could to fix it. He reached out time and
time again with any leads he could find. Every time I’d post a woe-is-me message on Facebook, he’d send a sympathetic message.
“I didn’t want to say this in public, but I can’t imagine the incredibly bad luck you’ve had on the job front. I hope the sub teaching at
least provides you with a decent living,” read one message.
“Your bad luck will end. You only need one to go right, and it will,” read another.
“You only need for one to work. It’s like I say in a parking lot. Irene gets frustrated and figures we’ll never find a place. I tell her we just
need one. That’s all you need,” read a third.
Every day, I would get emails from jobs Jay would see on one board or another. He’d ask me if it was something I was interested in or
could do. Occasionally, Jay would talk to one of his USC contacts or hear from another DT alum and pass that lead over to me. He even
got a few job solicitations himself, forwarding those over to me as soon as he got them.
“I’m going to my friend Mike Mahi’s July 4 party. I’ll make a point of strong-arming him a bit while I’m there,” he said, citing his good
friend from USC.
But the best one, the one that took me by surprise, was an email he sent to a Canadian friend of his. In between baseball talk (naturally),
he pitched me for a job covering cryptocurrency for a fintech start-up.
“The man who comes to mind is Brian Robin, who can cover anything and cover it well,” read Jay’s email. “He was one of our very best
writers when I was at Cal State Fullerton, and I was there nearly 12 years, so I saw more than a few.”
When I read this, I nearly broke down. Again, I had no clue I made that kind of impression on Jay. Which was probably a good thing in
my case. When you’re 20 and you know everything, it takes you a while to realize knowing someone like Jay Berman means you don’t.
It’s not easy, but put aside the editing witticisms we all love for the moment. Stop laughing about his feral hatred of mascots, Tommy
Lasorda and cliches. And yes, forget the conga-line of stories on everyone from The Beatles to Argentinian breweries to Mafia Don-
esque court-holding sessions at Musso & Frank’s for a second.
Everyone who ever read one of his stories knows Jay is a hell of a journalist. Everyone who ever sat in one of his classes
knows he’s a better teacher than he is a journalist. And, most importantly, everyone who ever had the privilege of knowing
Jay knows he’s a better human being than teacher.  — Brian Robin



When you have the North Dakota State vs. South Dakota
State football game on, even in the background, and you
don't follow basketball or hockey, you know you're just
longing for spring training to start.

USC radio announcer John Jackson: "Arizona is like Heckle
and Jeckle this year," meaning the offense is inconsistent.
More likely, he meant Robert Louis Stevenson's Jekyll and
Hyde. Heckle and Jeckle are cartoon characters. Nice try,
though.

Hipster term of the day that I don't like -- and the reason
why: I just read a story in today's paper about a man who
is described as "fiftysomething." But how old is
fiftysomething? That smacks of lazy writing, as though the
reporter forgot to ask, even though I know it's supposed to
be edgy. It's like saying the Civil War began in "eighteen
sixtysomething" or Buddy Holly was killed in "nineteen
fiftysomething."

If driverless cars become reality, this could become a
problem. From a Times headline today: "...lawman was
arresting a passenger from a speeding car suspected
in burglary."

A large (42 point?) headline in a certain Los Angeles
newspaper today says the Angels baseball team is
making "progess." That's always a good thing.

That can be very serious: "About a half-hour later, a
fifth man walked into Kings County Hospital, claiming
to have been shot in the fracas." -- N.Y. Daily News

With the baseball season just a day and a half away,
it's time to look back at the iconic career of one of the
game's greats.



Crimson flames tied through my ears
 Rollin’ high and mighty traps
 Pounced with fire on flaming roads
 Using ideas as my maps
 “We’ll meet on edges, soon,” said I
 Proud ’neath heated brow
 Ah, but I was so much older then
 I’m younger than that now.

A self-ordained professor’s tongue
 Too serious to fool
 Spouted out that liberty
 Is just equality in school
 “Equality,” I spoke the word
 As if a wedding vow
 Ah, but I was so much older then
 I’m younger than that now

Yes, my guard stood hard when
abstract threats too noble to neglect
 Deceived me into thinking
 I had something to protect
 Good and bad, I define these terms
 Quite clear, no doubt, somehow
 Ah, but I was so much older then
 I’m younger than that now


